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Action for the Earth                                       

When someone mentions global warming, what comes to mind? 
Some far-off glacier dissolving into the sea? Birds falling to the ground over 
a distant city? A few trees being chopped down in a secluded forest? Some 
people may think “well, my town isn’t polluted, and I see healthy plants and 
wild animals all the time, so I don’t think climate change is that much of a 
problem.” Although this might be the case in your town, the truth is, climate 
change affects everyone and everything on Earth. 

Have you ever taken a walk in the woods and paused to breathe the 
fresh air around you? If global warming continues, an amount of tropical 
forest as large as India will be lost by 2050. Your grandchildren may never 
see a forest as long as they live. It is estimated that 80,000 acres of forest 
are chopped down for human purposes every day. We cannot let this 
happen. Trees are essential for almost all parts of our life. Think wooden 
tables, chairs, bed frames, cabinets, shelves, stools, boxes and houses. 
Not to mention the 85,000,000 tons of paper people worldwide use each 
year! Also, trees create the oxygen that we inhale every day. They take the 
carbon dioxide we exhale and turn it into a substance we can breathe. The 
human race is literally using trees to keep us alive, and in return we chop 
down thousands of them every day.  

Global warming is slowly destroying the Earth. We use machines that 
produce insane amounts of smog and pollution to extract valuable fossil 
material from the earth, and then send it to factories that use it to make 
thousands of toxic and harmful products, slowly opening a hole in the 
ozone that sends harmful UV flares down to earth, killing natural life and 
literally melting the world. We overfish the oceans, catching more edible 
sea creatures than necessary and killing too many non-edible ones. Oil 
from human factories leaks into the sea, killing fish, seabirds, aquatic 
mammals, and bleaching coral. We fill the sky with pollution, making it so 
that animals (and other humans) don’t have fresh air to breathe. And we 
create holes in the ozone layer, melting tons of sea ice each day. It is 
estimated that every day, 150-200 plant and animal species go extinct. We 
are slowly losing our Earth. 

Think about how many of your favorite things you couldn’t do if global 
warming continues. You couldn’t walk in the woods if there were no trees. 
You couldn’t eat sushi if there were no fish, vegetables, or rice left to eat. 



You couldn’t play soccer, field hockey, or tennis, or go biking or horseback 
riding if there were no more fields. You couldn’t go to the beach, or go on a 
tropical vacation if the coast was flooded. These things may seem normal, 
but we need to take time to appreciate them. The truth is, without the earth, 
we couldn’t live.     

Humans are making a  mess of the Earth. We lean on it for 
everything we do, draining it of its resources and materials, slowly killing all 
life and destroying the ground we stand on, the air we breathe, and the 
water we use to live. This is not a problem we can ignore any longer. We 
are destroying our home. We cannot continue to live like this. If we want to 
keep living on Earth, we must change our ways. There is no other option. 
Some people may focus on outer space, saying that we can always travel 
to another planet when we wreck this one. But this planet is our gift. We 
need to take care of it.  

The first step towards stopping global warming is recognizing it. We 
need to accept that climate change is real, and that it affects all of us. Tell 
your friends about how it is destroying our world. Inform your families. Talk 
to your class about it, and raise climate change awareness around your 
school. The next step is to take action in your daily life. Walk, ride a bike, 
scooter or even skateboard to get places. Try to eat less meat and more 
fruits/vegetables/grains to prevent land clearing for meat farms. Remember 
to turn off the lights when you leave a room. Use paper bags, straws, and 
other plastic alternatives. Lower your heat and cooling. Change to LED 
lightbulbs and energy-efficient appliances. Take shorter showers. Wash 
your laundry with cold water, and hang things up to dry instead of using a 
dryer. All of these changes may seem small or unnecessary, but in reality, 
if everyone does them, it will change the world situation tremendously. The 
third step is to take these ideas to a higher level. Send a letter to your 
mayor, governor, state senator, or even president to ask for, and provide 
solutions, for stepping towards further preventing global warming. Donate 
money to an organization like the World Wildlife Fund, the Clean Air Task 
Force, Evergreen Collaborative, Rainforest Foundation US, the Sunrise 
Movement Education Fund, or TerraPraxis. Participate in peaceful protests 
for climate change awareness and global warming prevention. Tell 
everyone you know about these steps, and if they follow them, what they 
are doing for the Earth.  
You may think Sure, these are great things to do, but what can just one 
person do to help save the environment? The answer is lots. Not just you, 
but many others, are following these steps. We are all in this together. The 
situation may seem hopeless, but if everyone chips in for this cause, we 



can help the world. I believe that this is a cause worth fighting for, and if we 
take action, we can save the Earth.         
 




